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About the research team
• Cultural

anthropologists
• Conducting applied
research
• Our role:
– Use social science
to complement
technical research
on environmental
cleanups
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Defining “environmental cleanup”
• Superfund
• Brownfield
• Emergency
response
• Federal facility
• Chemical
• Biological
• Radiological
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Cleanup
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

•
•
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Decontamination
Remediation
Removal
Waste disposal

•
•
•
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Federal
State
Local
Tribal

Overview of our research
Research
Questions
• How do social
factors affect
cleanup
processes?
• What are the
social impacts of
cleanup activities?
• What are the
social outcomes
of completed
cleanups?
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Goals
• Fulfill needs of
EPA Program and
Regional offices
• Help integrate
social
considerations
into cleanup work

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Research
Phases
✓ Literature review
✓ Interviews
• Surveys
• Ideation workshop

Interview Data
• Conducted 25 interviews
• EPA cleanup practitioners

– On-scene coordinators
– Brownfields managers
– Remedial project
managers
–Community involvement
coordinators
• All 10 EPA regions
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Why Investigate Measuring Success?
• Cleanup stakeholders have distinct perspectives on what

cleanup outcomes are & what successful cleanup is
• Because cleanup situations are diverse, there is no one
way to succeed- understanding the spectrum is needed
• Knowing the building blocks of success can help improve
processes in the future
• Help the Agency communicate its value and impact
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Comparing frameworks for
measuring cleanup success
How can we measure the
success of cleanups?
Existing
Research
(literature)

Economic

Agency
Metrics

Cleanup
Practitioners

Technical

Technical

Safety

Economic

Economic

Wellbeing

Qualitative
6

Community

Economic

Existing Research on Measuring
Success*
• Largely economic analysis

–Job creation during cleanups
–Housing prices after cleanups
• Limitations and research gaps

– Types of cleanup situations
analyzed
– Concerns of gentrification
– How do different stakeholders
perceive success?
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*See Maxwell et al. 2018 Environmental Research Letters 13(8): online

Agency Measures of SuccessTechnical
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Agency Measures of SuccessEconomic

Table accessed at https://www.epa.gov/brownfields/brownfields-program-accomplishments-and-benefits, 9/25/19
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EPA Cleanup Practitioners on
Measuring Success
Making a
difference

Educating
the public

Improving
stakeholder
perceptions
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Re-use

Creating
jobs

Tracking
money

Success

Building
relationships

Technical and Economic Measures
• Creating jobs, tracking money, re-occupancy and re-use

“Well successful to me, is first of all, making sure the
communities and the grantees are spending their money…We
want the money spent in a timely manner…Secondly is that
you know, these sites turn into something else. They are
actually reused or redeveloped in some way.”
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“So success with that project is not only
being able to say that maybe we don’t have
such a big problem, but being able to say
that this $10,000 a year that we’ve taken to
spend on hiring these people has been really
effective because it’s given them a job.”

Qualitative Measures – Making a
Difference
• Seeing positive changes in the community
• Making progress

• Removing immediate danger

“Well, I mean I always felt
like when I completed the
cleanup and I left this
nice pretty place, that the
contamination was gone,
that was success for me.”
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“Some of them had vegetable
gardens that they were eating
from all the time that were
contaminated. So that’s a real
cleanup success story because we
were able to actually clean up
their yard. And now the grass
that their kids are playing in and
the vegetables that they’re eating
are not contaminated.”

Qualitative Measures - Improving
Stakeholder Perceptions
• Making people happy
• Changing people’s minds
• Improving public perception of Agency

“And even more so if it was in a
residential area and the residents
were happy that was success for
me.”
“I was always trying to negotiate down to
something that was reasonable, but you know
lots of back and forth. [They said] I was trying
to rip them off. But in the end they had a party
for me; they gave me cookies and presents
and stuff.”
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Qualitative Measures - Building
Relationships
• Trust
• Making connections between stakeholders
• Collaboration

“There’s one site where I was able to work with an
individual who would cause havoc at every meeting to
the point where no one else wanted to participate. And
I reached out and was able to develop a relationship
with her outside of the public meeting forum, which
allowed the public meetings to go a lot more smoothly.
And actually allow other people to have their voice be
heard.”
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Qualitative Measures - Educating
the Public
• Teaching
• Spreading awareness
“If [the public is] unhappy about it, they're protesting outside,
-- in fact it almost makes you feel better. If they're there when
you show up. ‘Cause at least they know about it. So that to
me is important: people know about it and people
understand. When people argue with me about the fine
points of a cleanup, even if I disagree with them, I'm happy
that they know this much, because I feel like we're doing our
jobs, making sure they understand why we made a decision,
what we're doing.”
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Implications of This Research
• Need for holistic framework

– Recognizes other types of
value added by cleanups
– Addresses disconnect
between theory and practice
• Building blocks of success =
relationships & trust
• Ways to expedite the cleanup
process
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Economic

Qualitative

Technical

Next Steps for Our Research

Surveys
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Ideation
Workshops

Resource
Development

Thank You!
• Contact Info:

– Keely Maxwell: maxwell.keely@epa.gov
– Brittany Kiessling: kiessling.brittany@epa.gov

Come see us tomorrow at the Tech Café!
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